MOTION SENSING PATH LIGHT
ENLPLMTN

• Provides security and safety for your home
• Directs light downward; great for indoor hallways and staircases
• Light turns on when motion is detected; only activates when dark
• Light stays on for 90 seconds after motion stops
• Energy-efficient LED never needs replacing

DESIGNATION: Energizer Household Lighting
Motion Sensing Path Light
MODEL: ENLPLMTN
COLOR: Gloss White
POWER SOURCE: AC Outlet
LAMP: 1 White LED
LAMP LIFE (hr): 10,000
LIGHT OUTPUT (lumens): 11
COLOR TEMPERATURE (Kelvin): 5000
COLOR RENDERING INDEX: 72
ENERGY (Watts): 0.45
DIMENSIONS (mm): 98 x 55 x 34

Before Using Your Lighting Product:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light
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